THE STAR SPEAKER by a star speaker
introduction
Students, listen please !
We are really lucky to have a special
guest here to give you an introduction
to permafrost.

So, an easy question
to start with : what is
permafrost ?

scenario & drawings noémie ross
Permafrosst iz a
thermal state...

Nice !
Like I thought, he is the
famous international
permafrost scientist. Oh for real ? You
mean the star speaker
at conferences !
Cool !

So Dr. Petit, they are
just starting to study
permafrost science.

Often people ssink
zat frossenground
is characterized
only by snow
and ice.

I like his charming accent
and don’t want to
miss a word !

But, as I said,
frossenground is a
ssermal condition
of the ground.

We define permafrost as ground, or materials, zat remains frozen for at least
two consecutive years.
In Siberia,
we can have
permafrost
that is almost
two kilometers
deep.

So it’s true : zat can
be snow or ice...

...but also every material zat is
frossen. Zat can be...

rock...

You have
a question ?

sand...

With climate warming,
should we be worried
about the permafrost
melting ?

No, no, no...
Oh, I ... I... I
thought it
was a real
threat...

Yes, yes,
yes...
... and any ozer kind of soil.

Changing climate is a concern because permafrost is directly linked
to ze temperature of ze air.

... but now you’re saying
there is no danger with
permafrost melting ?

Oh, okay, I thought
I was mistaken...

You are
mistaken...

No, no, no...

...
The warming at ze
poles could allow
the methane trapped
in ze ground to be
released in ze air.

Yes, yes... !?
No, no... !?

...because we can not
say zat ze frossenground melts.

Zaz is a
common
mistake.
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Because as I
said earlier, it is
not only ice and
snow, it can also
be rock, sand,...

It ssaws !

Like a
turkey!

sas

Zat is why it
is more exact
to say zat it
ssaws.
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. what ?
It ..
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You need a little demonstration...

A snowball melts, right ?

Hold it for me,
please !

Tap !
Tap !
Tap !

He means
it thaws !

...does not turn
into a puddle...

But a turkey zat
comes out of
the freezer....

?

O-k-a-y !
Now it’s
clear !

Ha !
Zat’s
it !

